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section S1. Hole-by-Hole crack creation via electron beam and additional experimental results
Well-controlled line cracks were created on GO nanosheet using a gradual etching procedure as shown in fig. S1 (a-c) and fig. S2 (a-d). Several small holes were introduced in a line with more holes introduced between the initially etched holes to link them until a line crack was formed. Figure S1 (d-g) shows the evolution of crack propagation of Sample 4. Figure S2 
section S2. Applying Griffith theory of brittle fracture to calculate fracture toughness
Using experimentally measured crack lengths and fracture stress, the critical stress intensity factor and critical strain energy release rate of GO nanosheets were calculated based on Griffith theory of brittle fracture (46). According to the Griffith's criterion, for materials with a central crack of length 2a, the critical stress intensity factor KIC can be expressed as = √ , where is the critical stress. The critical strain energy release rate =
2
, where E is the Young's modulus of the material. section S3. Summary of sample geometry section S4. FE-based stress analysis and calculation of J Detail of the FE model: We have performed finite element (FE) analysis using the commercially available software ANSYS APDL. The material law used for the FE analysis was obtained by performing classical molecular dynamics simulations, details of which are discussed in the following sections. The FE analysis was carried out for Sample 1 and 2 only. Rest of the samples are significantly thicker and therefore molecular dynamics simulations for those samples are computationally too expensive. The methodology used for performing FE analysis is described below. First, 3D models of identical shapes and dimensions ( fig. S3 (a) & (b) ) are generated in the FE environment, using the image obtained from the transmission electron microscopy, employing an image processing algorithm. A 3D 8 node Solid 185 element is used to mesh the FE models. While a coarse mesh has been used away from the crack tips, a fine mesh with a mesh size of 3 Å has been used to mesh the regions in the vicinity of the crack tips (T1 and T2). The thickness of the GO nanosheets are set to be 14.6 nm and 21.1 nm to be consistent with experimental results. The final mesh contained 0.6 million and 0.8 million elements for Sample 1 & 2, respectively, with 3 elements in the thickness direction ( fig. S3 (b) ).
fig. S3
. FE models and mesh. (a) and (b) Three-dimensional finite element model replicating the geometry of Sample 1 &2 before applying any tensile load, respectively. (c) and (d) finite element mesh and boundary conditions used for stress and fracture toughness calculations for Sample 1&2, respectively. section S5. Uniaxial tensile simulations of pristine multilayered GO Uniaxial strain-controlled tensile loading is imposed by dilating the simulation box along the armchair direction and simultaneously performing an equivalent affine transformation to the constituent atomic positions. To properly capture Poisson effects, the simulation cell is permitted to contract in directions orthogonal to the applied loading. All tensile testing of the GO nanosheet was performed at an equivalent strain rate of 10 9 /s, this strain rate has previously been used to study the mechanical properties of multilayer GO as a function of composition (14, 25) .
The atomic stresses of each atom in the GO samples were computed using the virial theorem proposed by Pei et al. (47) . Periodic boundary conditions were maintained in the loading and thickness directions. The cross-sectional width of the GO nanosheet was measured at each loading stage and thereafter virial stress tensor was scaled to take care of the change in the volume. The Open Visualization Tool (Ovito) was used to visualize and capture atomic configurations (48).
A schematic of the 9-layered GO sample is provided in fig. S4 . fig. S5 (a) represents the nonlinear stress-strain response of monolayer and multilayer GO at 300 K. It can be seen that: (a) the uniaxial Young's modulus of all the samples in the armchair direction is 532 GPa, and (b) monolayer GO sample possess the largest ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 48 GPa, while the multilayer samples possess UTS in the range 45-47 GPa. Additionally, the monolayer is found to possess the largest strain to UTS compared to the multilayer samples. The tensile response of the multilayer samples is similar. The magnitudes of Young's modulus and UTS are similar to a Young's modulus of 400 GPa and a UTS of ~40 GPa for monolayer GO, reported by Meng et al. (31) . Differences between the magnitudes Young's modulus and UTS reported here and those reported in Ref. (31) likely stem from the discrepancies in the assumptions of the thickness of GO while transforming 2D stress values into 3D. For example, the thickness of GO in Ref. (31) was assumed to be 0.75 nm, while in the present calculations it is approximately 0.62 nm, which in effect increases the magnitudes of Young's modulus and UTS. In fig. S5 (b), a straight line is superimposed on to the stress-strain response of the 9 layered GO sample, which shows a deviation from linearity taking place at stresses larger than 26.3 GPa.
fig. S4. MD simulation model. (a) Top and (b) side views of the GO nanosheets (9 layers) with
Hydroxyl functionalization at 300 K. Blue, yellow and red circles represent carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively.
fig. S5. Nonlinear mechanical properties of GO nanosheets from MD simulations. (a)
Nonlinear stress-strain response of defect-free GO nanosheets subjected to uniaxial tensile loading, (b) tensile response of the GO sample with 9 atomic layers. A red line is superimposed on the linear portion of the curve, the inset shows that the transition from linear to nonlinear behavior takes place at a stress of 26.3 GPa.
section S6. Linear and nonlinear stress analysis
To calculate fracture toughness, we first simulate the stress-strain response by assuming linear elastic material behavior for GO. A Young's modulus of 532 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.165 is input to the FE analysis and the sample is loaded uniaxially perpendicular to the crack face in a quasistatic strain-controlled manner. Tensile loading is continued until the average stress in Sample 1 &2 reach experimental fracture stress, i.e. 5.4 GPa and 5.2 GPa, respectively. The contours of the principal stress in Sample 1 parallel to the loading direction is shown in fig.  S6(a) . At the experimental fracture stress, two elements in front of the crack tip reach a stress of 96 GPa, which is unrealistic. Subsequently, a nonlinear stress-strain analysis is performed using the stress-strain response of the 9 layered ( fig. S5(b) ) GO sample obtained from MD simulations. At the experimental fracture stress, two elements in front of the crack tip reach a stress just above 46 GPa (Fig. 3) , which is consistent with the UTS of GO obtained from MD simulations. These results indicate, a nonlinear stress analysis is more appropriate for studying the fracture of 2D materials with nonlinear (nonlinear elastic, elastic-plastic) mechanical properties. fig. S6(b) shows the variation in stress as a function of distance away from the crack tip, T1, perpendicular to the crack face, obtained using linear and nonlinear mechanical properties of GO. The stress contours for Sample 2 at fracture stress is shown in fig. S7 . The stress in the two elements in front of the crack tip reached a stress of 56 GPa, which is larger than the UTS (46 GPa) of GO obtained from MD simulations.
fig. S7. Stress analysis ahead of the crack tip in sample 2 using FE simulations.
Stress component parallel to the loading direction in the Sample 2 just before the moment of fracture obtained using a linear fracture analysis.
section S7. J integral calculations
The JIC is an approach to estimate the strain energy release per unit surface area in materials with nonlinearities. It can be shown that the JIC is independent of the path of integration around a crack tip. Often J-integral is calculated using experimental results combined with finite element analysis. It is difficult to calculate the line integrals for arbitrary mesh configurations. In an alternative method, known as the domain integral method (49), the integrals are computed over areas or volumes, as implemented in the commercial ANSYS FE software package. Here we discuss the methodology used for calculating J by using the example of Sample 1. First, a crack tip node component, which includes all the nodes along the crack front, and normal of the crack plane are defined. Subsequently, the number of contours for the J-integral calculation are fed to the FE software. Assuming a plane crack surface, at any point on the crack front, the J-integral is defined locally and varies along the crack front. The surface term vanishes if JIC is constant with respect to the crack front co-ordinate; it may contribute significantly if strong gradients occur, for example at the specimen surface (50-52). As mentioned before, in our FE simulations 3 elements were assumed in the thickness direction ( fig. S8(a) & S8(b) ), therefore, as shown in fig.  S8 (c) & S8(d), estimates of JIC were obtained for 4 nodes along the crack front for both cracktip T1 (nodes A1, B1, C1, D1) and T2 (A2, B2, C2, D2). In fig. S8 (a) and S8(b) we present the magnitudes of J-integral for cracktips T1 and T2, as a function of the number of contours away from the cracktip. It can be seen that for the nodes inside the volume (i.e. node B1, and C1 for T1 and nodes B2, and C2 for T2) for both T1 and T2, the magnitudes of JIC are similar. Additionally, magnitudes of JIC converge as the number of contours around the cracktip are increased. Therefore, we ignore the JIC values of node A and D to avoid surface effects, and consider the values of Node B and Node C belonging to T1, i.e. 39 J/m 2 . The magnitudes of J-integral for the cracktip T1 in Sample 2 are shown in fig. S9 , the nodes A1, B1, C1 and D1 are chosen similar to Sample 1. The magnitude of JIC for the crack-tip nodes away from the surface (i.e., inside the bulk) is calculated to be 81 J/m 2 for crack-tip T1 which is twice compared to that for Sample 1. This behaviour can be attributed to the fact the material stressstrain behavior used for calculating J-integral is for a significantly thinner MD model and it is well know that the mechanical properties (elastic modulus, strength) of GO deteriorate significantly with increasing thickness (14). 
fig. S8. Crackfront nodes and corresponding

section S8. MD simulations of fracture in multilayered GO
To study the mechanisms of fracture in monolayer and multilayer GO samples, a central crack of length 2.5 nm and width 0.5 nm is introduced prior to the thermal equilibration at 300 K; bonds are carefully cut and atoms are removed for creating the crack with a zigzag configuration. The sample sizes and crack lengths are carefully chosen to avoid unphysical fracture and finite size effects (53). However, as shown in fig. S10 , the shapes of the crack are different in two successive layers due to the AB stacking at 0 K. The creation of elliptical cracks results in the formation of dangling bonds, which can be unstable and earlier MD simulations have passivated these bonds with hydrogen. Recently Lu et al. (54) have reported that hydrogen-based passivation has negligible effect on the fracture properties of graphene with sample sizes over 80 Å. Similar findings have been reported by He et al. (55) , wherein it has been showed that nonpassivated edges in graphene can exist in vacuum. fig. S10 . Atomic configurations of cracked AB-stacked GO sheets. Schematic of atomic configuration of a finite crack in two successive layers in multilayer GO with AB stacking. For clarity, the functional groups are hidden.
We computed the stress-strain responses of individual monolayers within multilayered samples. Figure S11 shows the uniaxial tensile response of individual layers in a GO sample with 4 atomic layers. Moreover, the tensile responses of individual layers are markedly different, and the total response of the sample is an average of contributions from each layer. The fracture strength of individual layers varies between 32 GPa -42 GPa. Additionally, the fracture pathway of individual layers is also markedly different (Fig. 4i). fig. S11. Stress-strain response for four-layer GO sheet. Uniaxial stress-strain response of a 4-layered precracked GO sample, as well as individual layers, different colors represent different layers within the GO nanosheet.
We studied the fracture behavior in a 4-layer graphene sheet with identical boundary conditions. Figure S12 show the fracture pathways of individual graphene layers, which are almost identical. Additionally, the fracture pathways did not change for a 4-layer graphene with AB stacking. These results suggest that the fracture in GO is guided by the presence of the hydroxylfunctionalized atoms. The reason for such a behavior lies in the positions of hydroxylfunctionalized atoms over individual atomic layers of carbon. fig. S12 . Fracture in four-layered graphene. Fracture pathways of constitutive layers in a 4-layer graphene sample. movie S1. In situ TEM tensile test of functionalized graphene multilayers. Please refer to a separate movie file.
